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Check out the latest JSS headlines:

JSS virtual in the new year!JSS virtual in the new year!
Are you looking to implement a fun, STEM based activity for your TSA
members? The Junior Solar Sprint program has resources which can help you
implement the activity virtually. Find one of the new resources herehere. Have
questions about JSS implementation? Please send them to sking@tsaweb.orgsking@tsaweb.org.

https://tsaweb.org/competitions-programs/junior-solar-sprint-(jss)
https://tsaweb.org/docs/default-source/jss/jss-materials-substitution-list.pdf?sfvrsn=8bc56b4_2
mailto:sking@tsaweb.org


Cvent registration and solar kitsCvent registration and solar kits
TSA Middle School Advisors: TSA Middle School Advisors: Many of you have requested and received kits,
but have not yet registered on Cvent. Registration data helps to support the
JSS program. Please ensure that all teachers and/or advisors, volunteers, and
participants are registering at the Cvent link. Students can fill out the registration
on their own—but they will need a parent/legal guardian’s digital signature on
the “Additional Information” page of the registration.

Free KitsFree Kits
Kits are still available to TSA middle school chapter advisors. Once you have affiliated your chapter
and registered for JSS on CventCvent—send your name, school and shipping address
to sking@tsaweb.org to receive a limited number of FREE PITSCO Ray Catcher Kits! Each kit
contains a solar panel, electric motor, and a pair of small alligator clips for easy hookup.

2021 National TSA Conference2021 National TSA Conference
The TSA, Inc. Board of Directors has made the decision that the 2021
National TSA Conference will only be held virtually due to Covid-19.
There will be a national JSS event and more information will be
available soon.

Looking for ways to give your entry a boost?
Here are some tips and techniques suggested by JSS Event Coordinator Bob Walters:

Tip #6: Adjustable PanelTip #6: Adjustable Panel

https://cvent.me/vvbQee
https://cvent.me/vvbQee
mailto:sking@tsaweb.org


Wire or Paper Clip Coiled Wire Details

Wire or Paper Clip Wooden Support Sketch

It has been suggested that positioning the panel so that it is perpendicular to the sun’s rays increases
the energy collected by twenty percent. Assuming that the direction of the JSS track is not known in
advance, and considering that the sun tracks across the sky as the day progresses, it may certainly be
advantageous to design a system to adjust the panel angle. Two systems are shown here. One
employs coiled wire, topped with micro alligator clips. The coils can be compressed or expanded to
change the panel angle. The clips used to hold the panel could instead be done with Velcro. The
second system uses a wooden bracket and post. Other material could be used. The panel slides into
the bracket. This has two axes of movement. The axes can be horizontal or vertical but need to be
perpendicular to each other.

Each month, learn more about AEOP and its STEM connections.



Journey Beyond JSS: What's Next?Journey Beyond JSS: What's Next?

You and your team members have benefited from JSS, and now, you are looking for more ways to
achieve STEM success through AEOP.
 
From STEM enrichment activities such as GEMS for middle school and high school students and
Unite for high school students, to competitions such as eCYBERMISSION for students in grades 6–9,
your team members can journey beyond JSS. See howSee how.

For more than 50 years, the Army Outreach Educational Program (AEOP) has supported a wide
range of educational opportunities in STEM for youth, college, and graduate students, as well as
valued teachers. From elementary school through graduate school, students of all proficiency levels,
interests, and social and economic backgrounds are encouraged to participate in real-world STEM
experiences while also engaging with Army-sponsored mentors.

CHECK OUT ALL THAT AEOP HAS TOCHECK OUT ALL THAT AEOP HAS TO
OFFEROFFER

JSS Jumpstart is an onsite, elementary school-based event that provides elementary-level fifth and
sixth grade students with a fun, hands-on opportunity to learn more about renewable energy by
building solar powered cars.

LEARN MORELEARN MORE

https://tsaweb.org/docs/default-source/jss/jss----what's-next-on-your-stem-journey.pdf?sfvrsn=4ef53d3e_4
https://www.usaeop.com/
https://tsaweb.org/competitions-programs/junior-solar-sprint-(jss)
https://tsaweb.org/competitions-programs/junior-solar-sprint-(jss)/junior-solar-sprint-jumpstart


Consider sending your JSS or JSS Jumpstart team story and images to us to
feature in the next edition!

SUBMIT YOUR JSS TEAM STORY ANDSUBMIT YOUR JSS TEAM STORY AND
PHOTOSPHOTOS
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeJs1QGCQr6H-JPXBav8V_sC6m3guQZ-Z1XbBn7hOEnL2PhnQ/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeJs1QGCQr6H-JPXBav8V_sC6m3guQZ-Z1XbBn7hOEnL2PhnQ/viewform
https://www.facebook.com/nationalTSA
http://twitter.com/#!/NationalTSA
https://www.instagram.com/nationaltsa/
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